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SELF-SHIELDING TYPE cYc'LoTRoN" " 

This invention relates to an improvement in; or relat 
ing to a cyclotron, and, more-particularly to a-.-self 
shielding type cyclotron which makes it unnecessaryto 
enclose the cyclotron by an extra shielding structure to 
protectpersonnel or equipment from radiationv injury 
or damage. , , I t Y, _ . ,- I -» 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, there is shown a-conven 
tional cyclotron in which a vacuum casing ,3 contains 
two accelerating electrodestcalled “dees”) 2, and is 
disposed between thepoles l of a magnetstructure. 
Also, as shown in the drawings, in the opening defined‘ 
by the oppositeyokes9 of the magnet structure there 
are together disposed a high-frequency,powerinlet4 to 
the dees, an exhaust 6 to a vacuum purnp_;5 and anout 
let 8 for extracting ions. The ions are accelerated and 
de?ected byva deflector 7.. Thus, theopening de?ned. 
by.t_he magnet'yokes 9,,will leak-‘radiation'whilelthecy 
clotron is running, and therefore it is necessary that an, 
extra shield structure to .surround‘the cyclotron be pro-‘ 
videdto protect personnel or equipment from radiation 

.. injury or damage. Inthis connectiorir'gthe' ?oor space 
required for installation of the cyclotron is as large as 

> the ?oor space of the cyclotron per se. plusv that ofgthe 
shielding structure. Therefore, ininstallin a cyclotron, 
extra space and,cost is ineyitable. Recently-a different 
type cyclotron has been proposed, in which'arhigh‘jfre 
quency electric power issuppliedto "the'clees via‘a'c'o-I 
axial unit mounted‘at'the center of the magnet pole. A' 
cyclotron of this type has a _resonato'r_.,_an exhaust, an 
ion outlet and other accessaries disposed. in the" epening 
of the magnet structure, and thereforel'it' also necessi 
tates a radiation-shielding structure. ‘ . 

, The object of this invention is to provide a self-‘shield; 
ing type cyclotron which is compact and less expensive,,‘ 

and facilitates installation thereof; ‘ I: _ v_ Other objects and advantages of ‘thisinvention 'will be 

apparent from the following descriptien'which is "made 
with reference to the accompanying drawingsih‘whicjh:__ 
FIG. 1 is a plan view of'a 

tially’broken; " ' _ .) _., I , ,5 

FIG. ,2 is a’ side view of the conventional cyaieaenas 
shown in vFIG. l; e " ' -‘ Y fa, 1. 

FIG. 3 is a vertical section of a cyclotron accordin'gt‘o 
this invention; f a v ' I‘ i _' I , “I” " 

FIG. 4 is a cross section of the ‘cyclotron, taken along 
the line o-.—o’ in FIG.' 3;‘and ’ ’ ' 'i 3" 

conventional cyclotron, par 

FIGS. Sand 6 are similar to FIGS. "3 and'4, but-show‘ 
ing another embodiment of this invention; . 
Referring to FIGS. 3 and 4, a cyclotron according to 

this invention comprises a pair of annular bodies A, A’, 
integrally assembled in the over laying relation. An an 
nular body has a center leg portion 11 (hereinafter re 
ferred to as “pole”) and a peripheral leg 10 (hereinaf 
ter referred to as “yoke”), thus taking a form of the let 
ter “E” in vertical section. In the drawings, 13 is an 
electromagnet coil (called “Bitter” type electromag 
net); 15 dees positioned in the ?rst space 14 de?ned by 
the opposite poles 11; 17 a target box mounted in the 
second space 16 de?ned by the opposite magnet coils 
13; 19 coaxial elementsof the resonator disposed in the 
central apertures 18 of the poles and connected to the 
dees; and 20 a wall for keeping the ?rst space 14 vacu 
um-tight. 21 is a short-circuit plate of the coaxial ele 
ments; 22 a beam deflector; 23 is an ion source 24 a 
vacuum-tight gasket; 25 linear shafts which allow a hy 
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. draulic jack i(rnot-=shown),to_ raise the upper annular 
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vbody A; and ?nally 26 an exhaust duct to the. vacuum 
pump- (not shown). . - I . . l 

As shown in these drawings a cyclotron is consisted 
of a pair of annular counterparts integrally connected 
in a vacuum-tight-fashion. Within this vacuum-tight as 
sembly there are disposed a vacuum box, a target, box 
and other accessories. Thanks to this unique structure, 
and if the wall of the yoke 10 has a thickness enough to 
prevent radiation from passing through the yoke. little 
or no radiation will appear outside of the cyclotron. 
Two coaxial elements 19 of the resonator are in 

serted in the center apertures 18 of the opposite poles 
11‘. This'center aperture‘ extends over. a relatively long 
distance, compared with the diameter of the aperture. 
Therefore, it will leak no appreciable amount of radia 
tion. As to the exhaust .26 to the vacuum pump, it ex 
tends through the yoke 10 in the form of labyrinth, and 
therefore it will not leak an appreciable amount of radi 
ation, either. The lead wires to the coils of the electro 
magnets 13 and the gas supply pipes to the ion source 
are put in the apertures :of such a small diameter that 
they ‘may leak a negligible small amount of radiation. 

In this particular embodiment a split type dee isrused, 
and; therefore when-putting the upper annular body A 
on the. lower one A’,v one- counterpart of the dee 
mounted in the upper annular body A must accurately. 
mate with the other counterpart of the dee housed in 
the lower annular body A’. Any misalignment of these 
counterparts will cause unstable operation in the reso 
nator. . . _ 

:NOW, the shielding capability .of a cyclotron accord 
ing to this invention will be discussed, taking the oper 
ating condition of 4 MeV, 10 uA deutron as an exam 
ple. 'y-ray and neutron will be generated when deutron 
is accelerated in the cyclotron. However, if the shield 
ingqagainst neutron is satis?ed, ‘then the shielding 
against y-ray will suf?ce. In this connection the shield 
ing capability; against neutron is handled in the follow 
ing.‘ In the event of bombardment against a Be target by 
the deutron as speci?ed above, a large number of neu- _ 
trons will be produced, and. for the operating condition 
above mentioned the number of neutrons thus gener» 
.ated is:. v, 1 - . . 

10 ‘x 10-" a» . 

. 116 x 10-1” X 104 .= 5 X low/Sec‘ 

At'a-one meter distance from the Be target the amount 
of radiation is 4 X l05/cm2 . sec. As is well known, the 
dose of neutrons (in terms of “rem") depends on the 
energy of neutron, l-mr is equal to about IO“/cm2 for 
thermal neutrons, and is equal to about I0"‘/cm2 for 100 
'KeV fast neutrons. For the approximate estimation 
thermal neutron is 80 percent of the total number of 
neutrons, and 100 KeV fast neutron is 20 percent. 
Therefore the dose rate of thermal and fast neutrons is 
1.1 mr/sec. In case of targets other than the Be target, 
such as CO2, N2 or H2O target, the rate of generation of 
neutrons is approximately one tenth of that in case of 
the Be target, i.e., about 0.1 mr/sec. 
Suppose that the cyclotron is running for 30 hours 

per week. In case of the Be target the neutrons will be 
. about l X 105 mr/week, whereas in case of targets other 
than the Be target the neutrons will be about I X 104 
mr/week. The allowable dose at the boundary of the 
controlled area is 30 mr/week. ' 
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Suppose that the yoke of the assembly is made of an 
iron as thick as 30 cm. Most neutrons-take an oblique 
path in passing through the yoke wall, and therefore ef 
fective thickness of the yoke wall is as large as about 45 
cm. As is well known, an iron sheet as thick as 15 cm 
will reduce the neutron ?ux 10 times. Therefore. a 45 
cm-thick iron sheet will reduce the neutron ?ux l.000 
times. 
As for the above examples, in case of the Be target 

the radiation dose at a l m-distance will be 100 
mr/week, whereas in case of targets other than the Be 
target the radiation dose will be 10 mr/week. 

In case of the Be target the radiation dose is three 
times as large as the allowable value, and therefore the 
controlled area must extend and cover 2 meters around 
the cyclotron. 

Alternatively, the cyclotron may be applied by a par 
af?n coating several centimeters thick. In case of tar 
gets other than the Be target, however, the radiation 
dosev is one third of the allowable value, causing no ra 
diation injury ordamage. 

Referring to FIGS. 5 and 6, there are shown another 
embodiment of this invention. This cyclotron is struc 
turally the same as the ?rst embodiment of FIGS. 3 and 
4 except for; the coaxial elements 19 of the resonator 
system extend through the yoke 10 of the annular as 
sembly to the dees l5, and the second space 16 is par 
tially loaded with a shielding material 27 (such as par 
af?n or boron-and-paraf?n mixture coated with a cad 
mium plate) around each coaxial unit. 
This structure is advantageous to the integral connec 

tion between the dees l5 and the coaxial element 19, 
assuring a sufficient mechanical strength in the joint. 
Also, this arrangement permits the use of an integral 
type resonator in place of the split type-one, thus avoid 
ing the unstable operation which would be caused by 
any misalignment of respective counterparts of the split 
type resonator when assembled. 
The leak of the radiation from a target box can be 

prevented by putting a 30 cm-thick, cadmium-coated 
paraf?n or paraf?n-and-boron mixture layer on the co 
axial element of the resonator in the second space. 
These particular shielding materials as thick as 20 cm 
will decrease neutron ?ux 10 times. Suppose that on an 
average neutrons pass through the shield obliquely at 
30°, and therefore the apparent and effective thickness 
is as large as 36 cm. Thus, the neutron ?ux will de 
crease 60 times. Suppose that the coaxial element of 
the resonator is, for instance, 15 cm in diameter and 45 
cm in length. The neutrons when passing through this 
cylindrical duct are supposed to decrease about 30 
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4 
times. As a total result the neutron ?ux will decrease 
l,800 (1/60 X 1/30 = 1/1800). This ?gure proves the 
satisfactory self-shielding attained in a cyclotron ac 
cording to this invention. 
As mentioned earlier. a cyclotron according to this 

invention is a closed structure, contrary to the conven 
tional open-type cyclotron. Usually a 30 cm-thick yoke 
is adequate to prevent the leak of radiation. The thick 
ness of the yoke increases with the energy of the cyclo 
tron in designing. 
The unique structure of this invention is advanta 

geous particularly to a small-sized cyclotron having a 
target material other than Be (such as B, C, N, 0, Ne 
and other elements) for use in producing short-life ra 
dioisotopes for medical use, or in generating neutrons 
or charged particles for radiochemical analysis. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A cyclotron comprising: a pair of annular counter 

part bodies overlying and integrally assembled with 
each other, each said annular counterpart body having, 
in section, a center leg comprising a pole and two side 
legs comprising a yoke in the form of the letter “E”, 
said yoke having a thickness adequate to prevent radia 
tion from passing therethrough; electromagnet coils 
positioned around said pole and surrounded by said 
yoke; dees positioned in the ?rst closed space de?ned 
by the opposite end surfaces of said pole; a target box 
positioned in the second space de?ned by the opposite 
surfaces of said electromagnet coils; a resonator com 
prising co-axial means inserted axially in central aper 
tures of said poles and integrally connected to said 
dees; and gas-tight means for keeping vacuum at least 
in said first closedspace. 

2. A cyclotron comprising: a pairof annular counter 
part bodies overlying and integrally assembled with 
each other, each said annular counterpart body having, 
in section, a center leg comprising a pole and two side 
legs comprising a yoke in the form of the letter “E", 
said yoke having a thickness adequate to prevent radia 
tiop from passing therethrough; electromagnet coils 
positioned around said pole and surrounded by said 
yoke; dees positioned in the ?rst closed space de?ned 
by the opposite end surfaces of said pole; a target box 
positioned in the second space de?ned by the opposite 
surfaces of said electromagnet coils, a resonator com 
prising co-axial means extending transversely through 
vsaid yokes and intergrally connected to said dees; radi 
ation shield means positioned around said co-axial 
means in said second space; and gas-tight means for 
keeping vacuum at least in said ?rst closed space. 

* * * * * 


